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Abstract—Center of mass (CoM) estimation can be used to evaluate human stability during rehabilitation. A personalized estimation can be obtained using the serial equivalent static chain (SESC) method, calibrated using a series of static postures. The estimation accuracy is dependent on the number and quality of poses used during calibration. Currently, this limits the method’s application to unimpaired individuals. We present a preliminary study of a SESC identified in a multi-contact scenario during a Sit-to-Stand task. Stanford’s SAI (Simulation and Active Interface) platform was used to emulate motion and predict relevant reaction forces. The CoM estimation obtained is valid for motions similar to those used during identification. Using a three-dimensional model, the estimated mean error was less than 26 millimetres for a Sit-to-Stand task involving displacements along all axes. As such, personalized CoM estimation can be available for patients with a limited range of whole body motion.

Index Terms—center of mass, parameter identification, operational space, Kalman filter, balance, multiple contacts, human balance

I. INTRODUCTION

The center of mass (CoM) trajectory is often used in humanoid robotics to generate stable locomotion. This is due to its close link to the concepts of center of pressure (CoP) and zero moment point (ZMP). In human motion, CoM trajectory can be used to determine stability and to assess fall risks.

CoM position can be estimated by measuring the subject’s pose and making use of anthropometric tables [1], [2] to approximate the mass and composition of each limb. This process, known as the kinematic method, is considered to be the golden standard [3], [4]. Since the information in the anthropometric tables was compiled for a given population, it does not accurately represent an individual from any other population. Gender, age, and fitness level affect the error of the CoM estimation. They play a part in the geometric and mass parameters of an individual [2], [5]; especially, those in need of rehabilitation could easily have a different mass distribution from that of the average individual. Accounting for these differences in order to improve the CoM estimation often requires a trained clinician to perform a long set of measurements, or the use of expensive medical imaging equipment [5].

To overcome this limitation the statically equivalent serial chain (SESC) was introduced by Cotton et al. [6] as a tool for CoM estimation in humans, based on the work of Espiau and Boulic [7]. After the method was validated for the control of humanoid robots, Cotton et al. [6] used it to estimate the CoM position of a young individual on the sagittal plane. A later study applied the SESC to a group of elderly volunteers and compared its performance to that of other methods [8]. Like the kinematic method, the SESC’s personalized CoM estimation is dependent on joint angular measurements. This makes it suitable for the analysis of dynamic motions.

The calibration method proposed by [6] uses CoP information during static poses. It suggests that a large number of measurements, in distinct configurations, is required to increase the chain’s accuracy. In our experience, the calibration procedure may be long and physically demanding. This prevents the application of the SESC on individuals suffering from a balance impairment or a having a high fall risk. With this in mind, we have studied the SESC when calibrated in an on-line manner [9], seeking to reduce the physical demands of the identification procedure. It is also possible to offer real-time feedback to the patient to decrease calibration time. Nonetheless, the flexibility achieved with a Kalman filter calibration does not address the problem of multiple contact
points allowing the subject to fully support his weight. This is a common situation during rehabilitation training and has prompted the current study.

We propose to study the identifiability of the SESC parameters in a multi-contact situation when forces are measured at each contact point. We seek to approximate the conditions of a patient who needs the aid of a walker. That is, our goal is to obtain a subject-specific CoM estimate for patients who require multiple supporting contact points during standing or walking. As in [9], a constrained linear Kalman filter is used. Both data selection, and parameters estimation are done during run-time.

In the context of the @WALK project, we make use of the robotics platform SAI [10] to simulate the dynamic behaviour of a human model. Body trajectories were generated to roughly resemble those of a patient during a rehabilitation session. Ground reaction forces and limb orientations are measured in SAI and used as input for the recursive SESC calibration. Also, since the description of all links is exactly known, the model’s CoM position is available. It will serve as the ground truth to which the calibrated SESC will be evaluated.

II. Method

We make use of SAI (Simulation and Active Interface developed by the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at Stanford University) [10] to simulate the behaviour of a human model. SAI was originally designed to accurately simulate the dynamics of robots with high degrees of freedom. With it, we are able to visualize the influence that multiple contact forces have in our model. Fig. 1 represents a common situation for subjects performing balance training exercises, such as patients recovering from neurovascular injuries like a stroke, or elderly subjects who require the aid of a cane or walker for ambulation.

The human model, Stanbot, was controlled using Khatib’s operational space formulation [11]. Task prioritization is possible in this framework using the null space of the corresponding task Jacobian. Details for this will be given in Sec. II-A.

Contact forces were calculated and used to estimate the model’s center of pressure (CoP). They were also used to determine if the model was indeed in static equilibrium. This static CoP estimate was then used as input to identify the geometric parameters of a statically equivalent serial chain (SESC). Further details regarding the identification/validation trajectories are given in Sec. III

A. Operational Space Framework

A robot’s end effector position can be controlled in the joint space by applying a torque to each joint. Khatib [11] presented an alternative to this in which the motion of the end effector, known as the operational point, is defined in terms of tasks. Each task is in turn described by the robot’s dynamics and by the forces acting on the operational point. This is known as the operational space.

The dynamics of the operational point are described by the second order differential equation:

$$\mathbf{\Delta}(x)\ddot{x} + \bar{\mu}(\dot{x}, \dot{x}) + \bar{p}(\dot{x}) = \ddot{F}$$  

(1)

where $\ddot{x}$ represents the position of the operational point, $\mathbf{\Delta}$ can be thought of as a kinetic energy matrix, $\bar{\mu}$ is a vector composed of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, and $\bar{p}$ contains the gravity forces. When the dynamic model of the robot is known, it is possible to calculate the force vector $\ddot{F}$ that will be applied to the operational point. Control torques ($\Gamma$) can then be reported to joint level by the use of the corresponding task Jacobian ($J$).

$$\Gamma = J^T \ddot{F}$$

(2)

Redundant degrees of freedom can be used up by performing additional tasks. Ideally, each task is performed with no adverse effects on any other task; this is achieved by prioritization. A second priority task is only performed when it does not interfere with a higher priority task. This sequencing can be described using the higher priority task’s null space: $(\mathbf{I} - J^T J^T)$. The torque vector can then be composed as:

$$\Gamma = J^T \ddot{F} + (\mathbf{I} - J^T J^T) \ddot{F}_0$$

(3)

where $\mathbf{J}$ is a generalized inverse of the task’s Jacobian, $\ddot{F}_0$ represents a second task that will be accomplished if it does not affect the first one, and $\mathbf{I}$ is a suitable identity matrix.

The definition of $\mathbf{J}$ dictates the manner in which the prioritization is performed. In this work we use the dynamically consistent generalized inverse of the Jacobian [11].

B. Motion Control

Each task is controlled by setting a control vector, $\ddot{F}_k$, for the operational point [11]. This acceleration will be the input of the dynamic equation (1). We wish to control i) the position of the model’s hands, and ii) CoM trajectory. This can be considered as the definition of 3 tasks: one for the CoM and one for each hand. We choose to implement a PD controller to track the desired trajectories of each operational point. The controllers will be defined by the values $k_v$ and $k_p$, representing the derivative and proportional gains respectively. Hand position was specified as given by (4)

$$\ddot{F}_k = -k_v \ddot{x} - k_p (\ddot{x} - \ddot{x}_d)$$

(4)
with $\vec{x}_d$ as the operational point’s desired position. CoM trajectory was controlled by (5), which includes the operational point’s desired velocity and acceleration, $\dot{\vec{x}}_d$ and $\ddot{\vec{x}}_d$.

$$\vec{F}^* = \ddot{\vec{x}}_d - k_v (\dot{x} - \dot{\vec{x}}_d) - k_p (x - \vec{x}_d)$$

(5)

An additional low priority task was added to drive the model to a neutral posture: far from joint limits. This posture, reminiscent of quiet standing, was calculated in the joint space and was defined by the input torque $\vec{\Gamma}_0$.

C. Statically Equivalent Serial Chain (SESC)

The CoM of any linked chain can be represented as the end effector of a statically equivalent serial chain (SESC) [6]. The SESC is described by a group of parameters ($\vec{R}$) which describe the geometry of its links. $\vec{R}$ can be calculated from explicit knowledge of the original chain’s geometry and the masses of its links. Using the SESC method, the chain’s CoM, $\vec{C}_M$, may be expressed as the matrix multiplication:

$$\vec{C}_M = B \vec{R}$$

(6)

where $B$ is assembled with the direction cosine matrix of the chain’s links. This method holds for all motions in which the segment orientation can be measured.

When it is not possible to define $\vec{R}$ due to lack of knowledge of the linked chain, SESC parameters can be approximated via geometric calibration. The procedure uses a series of joint configurations for which the CoM is known; at least partially. After enough measurements have been performed, $\vec{R}$ can be estimated in the least-squares sense using the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse [6], [12]. A suitable estimate can also be obtained on-line by a recursive approach such as the Kalman Filter [9]. Details for the explicit calculation and estimation of $\vec{R}$ can be found in [6], [12].

D. Kalman Filter

Consider the linear, time variant system:

$$\vec{Y}_k = H_k \vec{X}_k + \vec{v}_k$$

(7)

This system is, by definition, a linear combination of the state vector $\vec{X}_k$ and a zero mean noise $\vec{v}_k$ with a known covariance $R_k$. $H$ is known as the configuration matrix.

It is possible to estimate $\vec{X}_k$ at time $t_k$. Each new measurement improves our knowledge of the state vector. Among the recursive state estimators, the Kalman filter offers is optimal for system (7).

A special case of the Kalman filter can be used when $\vec{X}$ is constant and subject to a zero mean noise of covariance
Q_k [13], [14]. The filter equations may be written as follows:

\[
P^{-}_{k} = P^{+}_{k-1} + Q_{k-1} \\
K_{k} = P^{-}_{k} H^{T}_{k} (H_{k} P^{-}_{k} H^{T}_{k} + R_{k})^{-1} \\
\hat{X}_{k} = \hat{X}_{k-1} + K_{k} (Y_{k} - H_{k} \hat{X}_{k-1}) \\
P^{+}_{k} = (I - K_{k} H_{k}) P^{-}_{k}
\]

where \(P^{-}_{k}\) and \(P^{+}_{k}\) are the estimation covariances before and after the state update, \(I\) is an identity matrix of suitable size, and \(K_{k}\) is an optimal filter gain. This filter will find the optimal state vector in the least squares sense.

E. Skeletal model definition

For the purpose of CoM estimation using a SESC, a skeletal model with nine thin, rigid links was used (see Fig. 2). One link represents the torso, pelvis, and head. The others; the left/right upper and lower arms, and the left/right upper and lower legs. All links are joined by spherical joints. Hands and feet were neglected due to their small contribution to CoM position.

Excepting the torso, the CoM of all links was assumed to lie on the line connecting its two extremes. The SESC associated to such a model can be described using seven parameters [9].

F. Multi-contact situation

During the SESC calibration phase it is necessary to have access to at least one component of CoM position. Previous studies [6], [8], [9], [12] have used a force platform to measure CoP position for a number of static poses. This provides two of the three needed components for estimating \(\tilde{R}\) of a three-dimensional SESC.

CoP measurement with a force platform is only valid when all contact points are inside the sensing area. This prevents the calibration procedure, in its present form, from being applied on patients who require additional supporting contacts. We wish to study the computational feasibility of SESC identification under the multi-contact condition. We assume that all contact forces are known. They can be measured, for example, by the inclusion of force sensors at the appropriate places in walkers or other supporting structures.

Consider the chain depicted in Fig. 2. We assume that: a) all forces acting on the chain are known, and b) that \(\sum \vec{F} = 0\); that is, the CoM is not being accelerated during the identification phase. It is possible to determine the projection of the chain’s CoM to the ground using (12):

\[
C_{M} = \frac{\vec{n} \times M_{o}}{\vec{W} \cdot \vec{n}}
\]

where \(\vec{M}_{o}\) is the sum of moments around the origin caused by the reaction forces, \(\vec{W}\) is the chain’s weight, and \(\vec{n}\) is a unit vector normal to the ground surface. This notation is a special case of the equation used by Sardain and Bessonet [15] for estimating the position of the CoP in a flat surface. We note that, for static cases, the position of the CoP corresponds to the ground projection of the chain’s CoM.

III. Simulation Study

During simulation, we approximated the range of motion of an impaired individual in a multi-contact scenario. This was achieved by controlling the posture of a human analog using SAI (see Fig. 1). Three tasks were prioritized using the operation space framework. In descending priority order, we controlled: 1) Hand position to be in constant contact with the environment. 2) The CoM trajectory. The CoM’s motion in all three axes was decoupled. A sine function served as input for each direction. Sinusoidal trajectories were used to provide a simple rhythmical motion that could be followed by a real patient. 3) Joint configuration to simulate quiet standing. Controller gains were tuned empirically in order to obtain a fast response from the model. Reaction forces were obtained from the simulation’s contact model and used to estimate the ground projection of CoM.

Using a Kalman filter we estimated the parameters of the SESC whose end effector will reproduce the motion of the human model’s CoM. Measurements were discriminated by observing the sum of the forces acting on the human model. A measurement was used to update the chain’s estimate only when this sum approaches zero; that is, close to the quasi-static condition. This assured that our measurement accurately reflected the ground projected CoM position.

A nine segment SESC was used to estimate CoM position. Details of the skeletal model were given in Sec. II-E. The orientation of each segment corresponds to that of the lower and upper legs, the arm and forearms, and trunk segments. Two simulations were performed: A. used for SESC identification, and B. used to validate the CoM estimation by performing a three-dimensional motion.

A. SESC Identification

The human analog motions’ were created with an impaired human patient in mind. A volume inside which the CoM could move was created by tuning low amplitude sine patterns in each direction. The allowed CoM oscillation had a peak-to-peak amplitude of 100 millimetres front-back with a 200 second period, 140 millimetres left/right with a 321 second period and of 100 millimetres up-down with an 347 second period. The oscillation periods were chosen avoiding multiples of each other to increase data dispersion. The experiment ran for 300 seconds in-simulation time after which the Kalman filter was disabled. The period of oscillation in the \(xz\)-plane was reduced and CoM position was estimated using the latest parameter values during 60 seconds. This was done to show the validity of the SESC estimation for different speed motions.

B. Three-dimensional motion

Using the previously identified SESC model, we estimated the trajectory of the CoM while it moved in three dimensions. The motion along was generated by modifying the period of oscillation of the decoupled CoM components while maintaining their amplitude. The model’s contacts to the environment were also maintained.
The motion performed is reminiscent of a Sit-to-Stand transfer but presents a simplified movement. A slow displacement of the CoM along the direction of the medio-lateral axis was included to show the three-dimensional estimate. The trajectory performed during this test; although different to the ones used for identification, maintains a similar orientation of the lower arms and legs.

The motion performed is reminiscent of a Sit-to-Stand transfer but presents a simplified movement. A slow displacement of the CoM along the direction of the medio-lateral axis was included to show the three-dimensional estimate. The trajectory performed during this test; although different to the ones used for identification, maintains a similar orientation of the lower arms and legs.

IV. RESULTS

Results are reported as: 1) the root mean squared error (rmse) of the SESC estimate to real CoM position for data not used during identification, 2) their relative standard error (rse), calculated as follows:

\[
    \text{rse} = 100\% \cdot \left( \frac{\sigma_e}{\bar{e}} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} \right)
\]

where \( \bar{e} \) is the error vector \( \bar{e} = \bar{C}_{\text{est}} - \bar{C}_{\text{M}} \), \( \sigma_e \) indicates the vector’s standard deviation, \( \bar{e} \) its mean, and \( n \) its length.  

3) the average three-dimensional distance between the real and estimated CoM position.

A. SESC Identification

Fig. 3 shows the result of the simulation. The CoM actual position is shown using a dashed blue line. It was calculated by the SAI software from the complete knowledge of the model’s geometry and mass. The model’s estimated CoM position is shown with the solid green line. It was calculated using the most recent parameters estimate and the current segment orientation.

The average distance between the ground projections of the real and estimated CoM, after identification was achieved, was 6.09 millimetres. Table I shows the rmse and rse for two validation sets: one with the CoM inside the identification volume, the other for a Sit-to-Stand task.

B. Three-dimensional motion

The CoM estimate obtained using the SESC method is shown with a solid green line in Fig. 4. On the same figure we show the CoM position, in blue, as calculated with SAI. The mean distance error of the CoM ground projection was found to be of 7.86 millimetres. The obtained estimation errors can
A good tracking of the CoM ground position. The quasi-static condition is only required during the subject's limb orientations are necessary to estimate CoM motions. After the calibration phase is performed, only the method for CoM estimation can still be valid during dynamic important to emphasize that in spite of its name, the SESC time, close to five minutes truth was performed after the filter updates are stopped. It is still be brought to rest by taking only one step. This is loosely can be covered by taking a single step. That is, if the CoM can patient's balance. For example, Fig. 4 shows a measure which show the errors for CoM movement similar to those performed during identification, while it shows the estimation error for a three-dimensional Sit-to-Stand task.

be found in Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ID Volume\textsuperscript{a}</th>
<th>Sit-to-Stand\textsuperscript{b}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rmse [mm]</td>
<td>5.61 3.64 18.67</td>
<td>9.08 5.53 24.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rse [%]</td>
<td>0.82 0.88 0.15</td>
<td>13.92 0.95 0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distance [mm]</td>
<td>19.65</td>
<td>25.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We evaluate the CoM estimation error when the Filter updates are disabled: \textsuperscript{a} shows the errors for CoM movement similar to those performed during identification, while \textsuperscript{b} shows the estimation error for a three-dimensional Sit-to-Stand task.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The SESC model is highly redundant with respect to the CoM position. That is why the accuracy of its estimation is closely related to the variation of the information available during the identification step. Though not an unique solution, the best SESC parameters are found after processing data in a large range of the subject’s possible motions [6]. This is an important limitation of the identification method; preventing it from being used with balance impaired subjects. Simply stated: if the subject is not capable of performing a large range of identification poses, the subject-specific SESC may not be available. For this reason, we evaluated the SESC estimation when its parameters were identified under these circumstances. Even using a small range of different poses, a SESC can be calibrated and used to estimate CoM position. Estimation errors may occur when moving away from the supposed range of motion. For example, the small variation of arm orientation during the identification may have caused its influence on the total CoM position to be overestimated. If the arms are moved, the SESC estimation could no longer be valid. The experimental data should be given uniformly over the subject’s supposed range of motion in order to obtain a good model. As long as this requirement is fulfilled, we claim that the SESC identification is feasible even in the multi-contact environment and with a limited range of motion.

For the poses used, we note a relatively fast convergence time, close to five minutes. A good tracking of the CoM ground truth was performed after the filter updates are stopped. It is important to emphasize that in spite of its name, the SESC method for CoM estimation can still be valid during dynamic motions. After the calibration phase is performed, only the subject’s limb orientations are necessary to estimate CoM position. The quasi-static condition is only required during the identification step of the SESC parameters. Figures 3 and 4 support this, as we observe a good match of the estimated CoM and ground truth positions even for motions performed at different speeds.

A good CoM estimate can be used reliably assess the patient’s balance. For example, Fig. 4 shows a measure which approaches zero as the CoM projection leaves the area which can be covered by taking a single step. That is, if the CoM can still be brought to rest by taking only one step. This is loosely based on the concept of the zero rate of change of angular momentum (ZRAM) [16].
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